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The Amazing Animal Atlas
Animal Planet's definitive atlas of animal life takes
readers on a continent-by-continent and habitat-byhabitat passport to adventure! Meet fierce snow leopards
in the Tibetan mountains, giant helicopter damselflies in
the rain forests of Central America, majestic eagles in
the temperate forests of North America, and hundreds
more fascinating creatures. What is a habitat? How is the
North Pole's animal life different from the South Pole's?
How and why do animals adapt to their environment? Is
a food web different from a food chain? Animal Planet
Animal Atlas answers all these questions and more in a
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kid-friendly, accessible format that young readers,
parents, teachers, and librarians will adore. Through
illustrated maps of every continent and its major biomes,
full-color photographs of more than 200 animals, and
illustrated animal travel guides presenting fun animal
trivia, readers can track their favorite animals across the
globe while learning about how animal habitats are
affected by climate, food and water availability,
migration, and human environmental impact. Additional
special features throughout the book point out ways in
which many animals on our planet share characteristics
or behaviors with humans. "ROAR" sidebars discuss
conservation and animal rescue efforts around the globe.
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R.O.A.R. (Reach Out. Act. Respond.) is Animal Planet's
initiative dedicated to improving the lives of animals in
our communities and in the wild.
Hours upon hours of coloring and activity fun featuring
amazing and adorable wild baby animals! The Animal
Planet: Wild Baby Animals Coloring Book is 224 pages
packed with baby gorillas, lion cubs, young crocodiles,
newly hatched owls, and many more baby animals that
are born and grow up in the wild. This book is chock-full
of pages to color, mazes, matching, spot the difference,
drawing, and other activities, and it includes dozens of
fascinating facts, too.
Open up this super-sized atlas and prepare to be
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immersed in the beauty of our natural world!
Discover more that 500 animal species and see where
they live.
Atlas of the World's Strangest Animals
An Around-The-World Spotting Expedition
The Amazing Animal Adventure
Amazing Animals: Gorillas
A Visual Encyclopedia of Life on Earth

This popular series continues traveling
the planet to study bison, jaguars, and
other fascinating animals. Beautiful
photos are paired with accessible text to
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examine the featured creature's
appearance, habitat, behaviors, and life
cycle.
From the courage of Stubby the war dog
to the friendship of Koko the gorilla,
Amazing Animals Who Changed the
World is a young child's first introduction
to the incredible animals who taught us
that you don't have to be big (or human)
to make a difference.
"Discover the animals of the world and
get inspired to build!"--Cover.
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Collects over one hundred animal stories
that profile unlikely friendships, acts of
bravery, and strange-but-true behaviors.
Amazing Animals: Eagles
My Animal Atlas
Natural Wonders, Exciting Experiences
and Fun Festivities from the Four
Corners of the Globe
An Amazing Atlas of Wildlife
Head off on a journey of discovery with this
follow-up to the best-selling Atlas of Adventures!
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This book collects together nature’s most
unmissable events from between the two poles,
including epic migrations, extraordinary
behaviours, and Herculean habits. Find
hundreds of things to spot and learn new facts
about every animal.
"Come and find the weirdest and most
wonderful animals from the heights of the
Himalayas to the deepest depths of the Pacific
ocean!"--Cover.
This beautifully designed atlas will introduce
young readers to Planet Earth's different
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continents and countries and their animal
species. Each spread contains a fascinating fact
about the continent depicted, as well as labeled
images of different countries and creatures big
and small. The process of how a globe is turned
into a flat map is explained step by step on the
back cover to inform young readers. The
intricate illustrations and sturdy format make
this a perfect gift for young explorers.
This stunning new atlas is your first class pass
on a world tour of the homes of Earth's most
amazing animals. The latest exciting title in DK's
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popular illustrated atlas series maps out the
habitats of the world's most incredible
mammals, fish, birds, reptiles, amphibians, and
invertebrates. Whether it's plotting the range of
a lion, following the flight paths of birds, or
tracking great white sharks in the oceans, you
will see exactly where and how almost 100
extraordinary animal species live. What makes
Animal Atlas unique is the maps themselves.
Each one is individually commissioned in 3D,
with detail to show the habitat of each animal, as
well as its geographic location. This reveals an
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astonishing amount of information about the
behaviour of these animals, from how polar
bears adapt to survive in freezing Arctic
conditions to how African elephants survive in
the heat of the Sahara desert. There is also a
focus on the conservation and protection of
animals. Maps reveal the shrinking territories of
some species, showing where they used to roam
in the past compared to what's left of their range
today. Whether you are doing a homework
project or simply want to know more about what
animal lives where, Animal Atlas is the perfect
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reference for home or school.
The Illustrated Compendium of Amazing Animal
Facts
Amazing Animal Atlas
Animal Atlas
The Amazing Animal Atlas
Earth's Astonishing Animals and where They
Live
Provides an introduction to geography
that focuses on the animals found on
each continent, including descriptions of
common animals, simple pictorial maps,
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and profiles of endangered species.
This popular series continues traveling
the planet to study alligators, bats, and
other fascinating animals. Beautiful
photos are paired with accessible text to
examine the featured creature's
appearance, habitat, behaviors, and life
cycle.
In this colorful board book, every page is
bursting with interesting animals and
tons of things to discover! Curious
readers will love meeting Felix the mouse
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and his bright red airplane, who not only
acts as their tour guide but also loves to
hide himself in every scene. Tots will
spend endless time playing seek-and-find
with the sneaky Felix. For the nonreader,
Felix has taken photographs of some of
his favorite animals and has shared them
on every page so kids can match the
"photographs" with the animals on the
maps, and beginning readers will enjoy
learning about each continent and
reading the names of 270 animals, easily
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labeled on every page. Structured around
continents, this is the perfect first
animal atlas for children, taking readers
on a trip around the world to visit
Europe, Africa, Asia, North America,
South America, and Australia while
discovering tons of extraordinary
animals, from elephants, flamingos, and
cows to lesser-known species like moles,
tarsiers, and axolotls.
A thrilling animal adventure around the
globe packed with maps and facts,
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perfect for kids ages 6-8. With more than
40 full-color maps packed with
information, Children's Illustrated
Animal Atlas zooms in on countries and
continents to show key animal habitats
and locations around the world.
Photographs highlight each continent's
most iconic animals and colorful
graphics take a closer look, showing the
animals, plants, and habitats found
within each country. Habitats are
introduced and explained on visually
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stunning pages, from the mountains and
deserts to the grasslands and tropical
rain forests. Bite-size facts and figures
explain where the habitats are found and
what the climate is like, and describe the
plants and animals that live in them,
making the information easy for kids to
comprehend. Children's Illustrated
Animal Atlas brings the amazing world of
wildlife into the home, taking kids on a
wild adventure around the globe.
Amazing Animals: Moose
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The Great Animal Atlas
The Australian Animal Atlas
Amazing Junior Atlas - Animals
125 True Stories of Amazing Animals
Every year like clockwork, animals both big
and small are driven by a natural instinct to
move, in order to survive. On both land and
sea, they fight the odds and the forces of
nature to breed, feed, or lead and carry on
for future generations. This reader is an
introduction to the treacherous trek of the
zebra, walrus, and Christmas Island red crab
to overcome obstacles that include hungry
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cheetahs, stinging yellow crazy ants, and
even their fellow species to make the often
impossible journey of their lives. National
Geographic supports K-12 educators with ELA
Common Core Resources. Visit
www.natgeoed.org/commoncore for more
information.
The Amazing Animal AtlasNobrow Press
If you're wild about animals, this visual
encyclopedia is the ultimate page-turner,
bringing our planet's creatures together in
spectacular style. This inspiring children's
reference guide welcomes you to the animal
kingdom where you can meet more than 1,500
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species, ranging from ants to zebras and
everything in between. Stunning pictures
bring you face to face with giant predators
you know and love, including polar bears and
tigers, as well as mysterious microscopic
life, including amoebas and bacteria. A
variety of animal habitats are shown in
beautiful detail, while accessible
information, additional fact boxes, and
amazing galleries complete the stories. A jawdropping spectrum of animal types - from fish
and birds to reptiles and mammals - provides
a learning experience like no other. Whether
you're a budding naturalist or simply want to
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complete a school project, The Animal Book
has got it covered.
An artfully playful collection of unexpected
and remarkable facts about animals,
illustrated by Swedish artist Maja Sä?fström.
Did you know that an octopus has three
hearts? Or that ostriches can't walk
backward? These and many more fascinating and
surprising facts about the animal kingdom
(Bees never sleep! Starfish don't have
brains!) are illustrated with whimsical
detail in this charming collection.
The World's Wildlife as You've Never Seen it
Before
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Animal Planet: Wild Baby Animals Coloring
Book
Prairie Dogs
National Geographic Readers: Great Migrations
Amazing Animal Journeys
Children's Illustrated Animal Atlas
Come on a journey into the world of
Australia's wildlife, exploring all the
different habitats, from parched deserts to
lush rainforests. DISCOVER the mammals,
birds, reptiles, fish and insects that live
there. SEARCH for the animals hidden in each
habitat scene. FIND OUT about the fish that
walks; the sixth sense of the platypus; the
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deadly venom of the desert death adder; the
strange table manners of the sea star. This
environmental atlas of Australian animals by
an expert team is full of fascinating facts
and superb illustrations.
This single-volume reference title takes a
look at some of our world's most strange and
interesting animals.
This stunning new atlas is your first-class
pass on a world tour of the homes of Earth's
most incredible animals. The latest exciting
title in DK's popular Where on Earth? series
maps out the habitats of the world's mammals,
fish, birds, reptiles, invertebrates, and
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more. Whether it's plotting the range of a
lion, following the flight paths of birds,
tracking great white sharks in the oceans, or
exploring the migration of the monarch
butterfly, you will see exactly where and how
more than 100 extraordinary animal species
live. What makes Where on Earth? Animals
unique are the maps themselves. Each one is
individually commissioned in 3-D, with detail
to show the habitat of each animal, as well
as its geographic location. This reveals an
astonishing amount of information about the
behavior of these animals, from how seals are
adapted to survive in freezing Antarctic seas
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to how beetles survive in the heat of the
Sahara desert. There is also a focus on the
conservation and protection of animals. Maps
reveal the shrinking territories of some
species, showing where they used to roam in
the past compared to what's left of their
range today. Whichever animal you're trying
to track down, you're sure to find it in
Where on Earth? Animals.
From antlered elk to pouched pelicans, and
from scouting prairie dogs to uprightswimming seahorses, the world of animals is
wonderfully diverse. This popular
series—extended to include more SpanishPage 24/36
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language titles—travels the planet to study
these and other fascinating mammals, birds,
reptiles, fish, and invertebrates. Beautiful
photos are paired with STEM-appropriate text
to examine the featured creature's
appearance, habitat, behaviors, and life
cycle. Each book also presents a folk story
that people have used to help explain the
animal's appearance or behavior. A basic
exploration of the appearance, behavior, and
habitat of prairie dogs, the small rodents of
North America's Great Plains. Also included
is a story from folklore explaining why
prairie dogs hide from coyotes.
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What's Where on Earth? Animal Atlas
Amazing Animals: Bugs: Skip Counting
Amazing Animals: Owls
A Visual Journey of Wildlife from Around the
World
Atlas of Animal Adventures
Children will learn everything they wish to know about the
animal world with this fact filled atlas! Colorful illustrations
provide young readers with an in-depth view of amazing
animals! A fantastic and age-appropriate book with 48 pages of
animals for our curious children! With easy concepts about
animals and their environment, this is sure to be informative
and entertain through delightful illustrations.
Count the insects in groups of ten! Early readers will learn skip
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counting with this Spanish book for kids. With bright images
and simple text, this full-color book develops students' math
and reading skills. The Math Talk questions will build fluency
and comprehension of basic math concepts. Perfect for shared
or guided reading, this nonfiction kids book is ideal for
kindergarten and ages 4-6.
Kids can discover the animal kingdom like never before in this
beautiful encyclopedia, featuring over 100 incredible creatures,
from the grey wolf and green anaconda, to the bald eagle and
emperor penguin. Packed with facts and illustrations, it also
explores our relationship with these animals and how we're
affecting their lives and habitats.
Meet the amazing animals of Scotland in this beautiful book,
packed full of fun facts, vibrant illustrations and maps showing
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where to spot these wonderful creatures.
Amazing Animals: Bats
Wild Animal Atlas
Amazing Animals: Pandas
LEGO Animal Atlas
Hello World: Animals
Not your typical book about animal behavior! A fish who deceives
her prey with an intriguing light? A bird who leaves her eggs in
another bird’s nest? A frog who fakes his own death? Meet some
of the animal kingdom’s most wanted criminals! Slippery Slick,
Queenie the Meanie, Lil’ Cupid — they’re all here in this
hilarious book of animal case files, with rap sheets, mug shots and
more for each “criminal.” They all stand accused of playing dirty,
but with Detective X hot on their trail, their criminal days may
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soon be behind them! It oughta be a crime to have this much fun
learning science!
Discover some of the most incredible creatures on Earth in this
interactive atlas of world wildlife! Featuring more than 180
animals from a variety of habitats, with flaps to lift on every
spread, this stunning book offers exploration many wonders of the
natural world.
Discover animals on every continent in a worldwide tour for kids
ages 6 to 9 Spark children's curiosity and imagination with a
whole world of amazing animals! This animal atlas introduces
kids to more than 180 animals from all over the globe. They'll
explore colorful maps of every continent and ocean and learn all
about the creatures that live there. From the smallest insects to the
biggest whales, kids can meet each one up close with photos and
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find out fun facts about their natural environment. Kids will
discover animals like: CHIMPANZEE, African
Rainforests--Chimpanzees live in trees and grasslands. Like other
apes, they are highly intelligent. They also laugh when they're
playing! TARANTULA, Central America--Tarantulas are large
spiders. They have eight legs like other spiders, but they do not
spin webs. Instead, they live in an underground burrow.
SIBERIAN CHIPMUNK, Northern Asia--Like all chipmunks, a
Siberian chipmunk has stripes along its back. It also has cheek
pouches that carry food--kind of like grocery bags! BELUGA
WHALE, Arctic Ocean--This white whale produces all sorts of
sounds and has a thick layer of fat under its skin, called blubber.
Encourage kids' passion for the natural world with this
entertaining choice in educational animal books for kids.
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Meet animals fierce and timid, large and small, fast and slow, and
even some that are extinct. This stunningly illustrated atlas takes
children across the globe, from polar ice and tundra to the
rainforests and desert, so they can locate each creature precisely
and understand its unusual characteristics and behavior. In
addition, it introduces seven inspiring people who have dedicated
their lives to saving our planet's fauna, including Charles Darwin,
Dian Fossey, President Ulysses S. Grant, Nobel Prize winner
Konrad Lorenz, and Armand David.
Amazing Animals Who Changed the World
An Atlas of Amazing Creatures
Animal Atlas (An Animal Planet Book)
My First Animal Atlas
The Animal Book
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Find out all about animals and where they come from, with
Bloomsbury's fantastic Animal Atlas.
Explore the animal kingdom like never before with the
Animal Atlasfrom Lonely Planet Kids. Unfold maps to reveal
animals from every continent and lift the flaps to see their
unique environments and habitats. Discover a world of
animal facts, life-size photos and creature features - from a
bear's paw and a baby turtle to an anteater's tongue and a
goliath birdeater, the world's heaviest spider. EEK! All
drawn to scale so you can measure yourself against them.
You'll find animals living on freezing ice caps, high on
snowy mountain peaks, in parched deserts and down in the
dark depths of the ocean. They fly through the air, crawl
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among trees, burrow into the earth, plunge through the seas,
and prowl the forests - and range from the tiniest of insects
too small to see without a magnifying glass to the blue whale,
which is longer than three buses! The book is divided into
seven sections: North America, South America, Europe,
Africa, Asia, Australasia, Oceania & Antarctica - each with a
map of the major environments as well as illustrated and
photographic depictions of some of the animals living there.
Are you ready for this round-the-world animal adventure?
About Lonely Planet Kids:Lonely Planet Kids - an imprint of
the world's leading travel authority Lonely Planet - published
its first book in 2011. Over the past 45 years, Lonely Planet
has grown a dedicated global community of travellers, many
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of whom are now sharing a passion for exploration with
their children. Lonely Planet Kids educates and encourages
young readers at home and in school to learn about the
world with engaging books on culture, sociology, geography,
nature, history, space and more. We want to inspire the next
generation of global citizens and help kids and their parents
to approach life in a way that makes every day an adventure.
Come explore!
This fun atlas is chock-full of trivia about amazing animals
that live around the world and in our own backyards! Kids
will enjoy a wild journey across all seven continents and
meet cool creatures ranging from lizards that walk on water
to blood-drinking bats. Each colorful spread showcases a
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continent, with a map, pictures, and the names of the
animals that live there. Cool gatefolds open to reveal more
details on landscape, climate, and fauna.
Did you know that: Sea otters can spend months in the water
without returning to land? Flying fish can glide for 300 ft
over the water? A Praying Mantis can rotate its head 180
degrees? Become an expert on all things that swim, fly, walk,
hop, slither, and crawl! In a celebration of the many animals
that share our planet, this gorgeously illustrated atlas
explores over 250 different animals across the seven
continents. Learn where different animals live, what they eat,
how they communicate, and many more fascinating facts!
Travel the Animal World
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270 Amazing Animals and Where They Live
An Amazing Animal Atlas of Scotland
Wanted! Criminals of the Animal Kingdom
Animal Atlas for Kids
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